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The research supported by this grant sought to understand how proteins required for
photosynthesis in green algae and higher plants are made, and to understand how the synthesis of
these proteins is regulated. The principai goal of the project was to identfi nuclear genes whose
products are required for the synthesis of chloroplast-encoded photosynthetic proteins, and to
determine how these nuclear gene products fi,mctionin the organelle. We focused our work on
the synthesis of an important photosystem II protein called D2. This protein is required for
electron transfer reactions within photosystem II and for oxygen evolution. D2 is encoded by a
chloroplast gene called psbD. In the unicellular green alga Chlamydbmonas reinhardtii, the
synthesis of D2 is dependent on the products of at least three nuclear genes. One gene (NAC2)
codes for a protein which stabilizes the psbD messenger RNA. Two other nuclear genes (NAC 1
and AC115) are required for D2 protein synthesis. The majority of our research focused on these
latter two genes. Our results are summarized below.

1. We have isolated and completely sequenced theAC115 gene of the unicellular green alga
(Wamydomonas reinhardtii. The AC115 gene codes for a protein of.113 amino acids. The
protein has at its amino terminal end a sequence which resembles a chloroplast transit signal which
could direct it to the chloroplast. The carboxy terminus of the AC115 protein is very
hydrophobic. This region may serve either to embed the protein into the thylakoid membranes of
the chloroplast or to associate AC115p with other proteins involved in D2 synthesis and/or
photosystem II assembly. The genetic lesion in the acl 15 mutant was determined to be a
nonsense mutation at the fourth codon of the open reading frame. This mutation completely
blocks AC1 15p synthesis, and as a consequence, the D2 protein is not made in the chloroplast.
This work is described in publication 2.

2. We have characterized the expression of the D2 protein in cells mutated in the AC 115 and
NAC 1 genes. We find that in mutant cells, the psbD mRNA encoding D2 is present at normal
quantities, the message is polysome bound, and is associated with thylakoid membranes, the site
of D2 protein synthesis. This indicates that the AC115 and NAC 1 gene products are required for
D2 synthesis after the translation of the psbD message has begun. TheAC115 and NAC 1 gene
products may fi.mction in the folding and/or the stabilization of the D2 protein, or they maybe
involved in the assembly of D2 into the photosystem II complex. The manuscript describing this
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, Key of Princeton University and Dr. Michael Degrandpre of the University of Montana. A
continuation of the project is currently underway with these investigators and is supported by the
National Science Foundation. During this phase of our study we are examining temporal and
spatial COZvariability in NJ coastal waters in greater detail. A moored&Oz sensor is being used
to measure&Oz continuously at one location throughout the year, while an underwayflOz
measurement system is being used every three months to provide a more detailed spatial picture
of jC02 variability and its relation to physical fields. The methods developed in this project are
being employed as an independent check on the above methods.


